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V There is a blinding glare, as if 
T you were looking into the sun.

At the tip of the torch the 
temperature is 6700° Fahrenheit. 
The welder’s expert fingers “feel” 
the metals melt, mingle, form an 
inseparable bond. The tractor roars 
to life again, rolls out of the Allis- 
Chalmers dealer’s shop good for a 
thousand more hours’ service.

Never in history has the farmer, 
and America, depended so great-
ly on the skill and resourceful-
ness of the imple-
ment dealer. For in 
these times when 
factory forges are 
beating out gun bar-
rels instead of trac-
tor engines, the im-
plement dealer him-
self must become a 
“factory”. He must 

"Torches (^liberty", too, 
are AmdBca’s blast fur-
naces glowing red against 
the midnight sky. Feed 
them every scrap of old 
iron you can spare. Call 
your jupk dealer or ask 
your Allis-Chalmers deal-

dispose of it.
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be able to gauge tolerances within 
thousandths of an inch, must be 
equipped to rebuild the whole 
motor if necessary.

Allis-Chalmers dealers have the 
training and equipment for this 
vital service. For example, Allis- 
Chalmers “rolling laboratories”— 
completely equipped giant trucks 
—have brought to the dealer a 
full factory course of instruction 

on the famous 2-cycle Diesel 
: tractor. So when the Allis-

Chalmers dealer 
puts the final touch 
on your rebuilt 
tractor, or sells you 
a used machine, you 
can face the hard 

season ahead 
confidence 

will be 

By Charles E. Dibble 
Roosevelt Fellow Institute of 

International Education 
How does the archeologist recon-

struct the ancient ruins he dis-
covers and uncovers?

Illustrative of how the archeologist 
reconstructs, is the pyramid of Xochi- 
calco (“House of Flowers”) in the 
state of Morelos, Mexico, The lower 
half of a human figure adorns the re-

THE LOWER HALF OF A HUMAN FIGURE 
ENGRAVED ON THE PYRAMID OF XOCHICALCO

maining portion of the second story of 
the ruin. By studying the dimensions 
and proportions of the legs and hips 
the entire human figure can be restored 
and the height of the second story can 
be estimated with reasonable accuracy.

Often in piecing together huge in-
scribed monoliths where the broken 
fragments weigh tons and are difficult 
to move about, a novel method is em-

A SEATED FIGURE AT XOCHICALCO WHICH 
SHOWS MAYAN INFLUENCE IN THE HEADDRESS

ployed. All of the inscribed fragments 
are photographed using the same scale. 
The photographs are then assembled 
much as a picture puzzle. The cor-
responding rock fragments are subse-
quently sought out and the monolith is 
pieced together.




